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CERTIFICATION OF SPACE NUCLEAR PROPULSION SYSTEM NOZZLE 
WITH ASSURED RELIABILITY 
OBJECTIVE: To develop a metliodology to certify Space Nuclear Propulsion System Nozzle 
wlth assured relialJility 
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Certification of Space Nuclear Propulsion System Nozzle 
with Assured Reliability 
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ADVANTAGE OF PROBABILISTIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
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Space Nuclear Prol)ulsion System Nozzle 
Uncertainties in thc Random Variables 
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Probability of  the natural frequency being less than 66.7 Hz = 0.999 
Therefore, to  achieve a reliability of 0.999, the frequency of exciting force 
should be larger than 66.7 Hz to avoid resonance. 
Sensitivity of prirriitive variable uncertainties 
SNPS nozzle natural frequency 
Variabes controlling the scatter of natural frequency within 66.7 Hz are 
thickness, niodulus of elasticity and mass density. Therefore a tighter tolerance 
for the thickness and material properties are essential. 
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SNPS Nozzle 
CDF of Effective Stress in the shell 
Sensitivity of priniitive variable uncertainties 
SNPS nozzle - shell stress = Geometry x - Coord 
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TO control tlie stresses in the stiell airtl ncliieve Iiiylier reliability. the uricertointies in the inside 
surface ternr~crature sliould be redtrcetl. 
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Work in pregress: 
0 
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Modelling of NERVA base tnodel with coolant tubes 
Development of pseudo-super eletiient to reduce the size of the gloabal 
model to achieve computatioiial speed and accuracy 
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